Abstract-The traditional search engine systems are usually not user-oriented and the search results may not be satisfactory for users. In this paper we proposed a novel search engine algorithm based on BP (Back Propagation) neural network. The algorithm uses the samples collected by the personalized search engine system for training. In order to obtain the input and output vectors of the leaning samples, we developed a user interest model and quantified user's behaviors which measure the degree of user's interest. Furthermore, the algorithm using the neural network's pattern recognition capability, combined with user's interest and the search engine system effectively, makes search results more in line with the user's search query request.
I. INTRODUCTION
Search engine technology has been one of the most popular Internet applications in recent years. It is an important way for Internet users to obtain concerned information resources and they are increasingly dependent on the search engine systems. However, the currently widely-in-use search engines cannot accurately understand the user's intent. Queries from different users often return to the same search results, rather than the user-oriented or personalized results. Users have to spend so much time and energy to select satisfactory information from huge number of results. In order to improve the user experience in using search engine systems, the personalized search engine has come out. And it has become the spotlight of the search engine technologies.
There are diverse forms to realize personalization for search engine systems. Regardless of which form they used, the user interest model is needed to describe the interests of users [1] . The system usually collects user's characteristics, preferences and interests information actively or passively to establish a user interest model for each user. Then, combined with the information of the user interest model and some suitable algorithms, the search engine system can show the most satisfactory results to users.
Meanwhile, the search engine algorithm is playing a very vital role and it is the key to realizing the personalization. It is directly related to the final experience of users and the quality of search engine system. Generally, the traditional algorithms evaluate the importance level of a web page by analyzing its Manuscript [2] , which is based on the theory that the link structure within web pages could give some approximation on evaluating the quality of a web page. It is similar to what is happening in academic citation where the importance of paper is proportional to the citation a paper received from other papers. We can conclude that analyzing object by the traditional search engine algorithm is web page, and the users' interest is not considered so that the search results may not meet the user's demand. Therefore, the user-oriented search engine algorithm is worth to explore.
In this paper we mainly study the personalized algorithm in search engine system. We first introduce the concepts of "user interest model" and "user interest degree" and then propose a new user modeling method in Section II. The algorithm based on BP (Back Propagation) neural network is presented in Section III. In Section IV, we conduct some verification tests and give a description of system design based on the algorithm. The last Section is the conclusions.
II. USER INTEREST MODEL AND USER INTEREST DEGREE
Before describing the personalized algorithm of search engine system, we must introduce the concepts of "user interest model" and "user interest degree". They are the premise of the algorithm proposed in this paper.
A. User Interest Model
At present, the user interest model has become the key technology of the personalized information service. It is used for describing and recording users' preference information, and catching potential interest spot of users. Specifically, the user interest model is one kind of formalized user description which has fixed data structure. In general, it is the set of some key words which can express the user's interest, and each word has the weight information which can be defined as a number. The higher the weight, the more the user is interested in.
There are many kinds of methods used to represent the user interest model, such as the theme representation, the key words list representation, the VSM (Vector Space Model) representation [3] , etc. In this paper, we choose the VSM representation.
VSM representation is the most common text representation method which uses the vector in key words to represent the user interest model. The basic idea is that the text can be represented by a vector. For example, document D can expressed as : Furthermore, the method used to establish the user interest model is called user modeling. It refers to the process of establishing the user interest model through mining the meaningful words from the user's background and behavior information. In terms of the degree of user's participation, the user modeling method is usually divided into three forms: the user manual made customized modeling, the demonstration modeling and the automatic modeling. The user manual made customized modeling method gets the interest word by hand inputting or choosing from the set of key words, which is easy to realize and needs user's participation greatly. The demonstration modeling method provides user with demonstrations and interest categories. According to user's browsed content and behaviors, the automatic modeling method automatically constructs the user interest model which does not need the user providing the information initially.
Combined with the advantages of the manual custom-made modeling and the automatic user modeling, in this paper we propose a new way to establish the user interest model. In detail, the user interest model can be divided into two parts: one is composed of the words the user inputs; the other contains the words by machine learning. Then, using the VSM representation method, the two parts can be expressed as follow:
The S stands for the first part; sw refers to the weight of the interest word which is set as a constant. And the L represents the second part, i lw (i=1, 2, ... , m) is the word weight of this part which is calculated by TFIDF (Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency) algorithm [4] . The TFIDF algorithm, which is a classic method, can evaluate the importance of the word in documents. Nevertheless, it's just the initial state of the weighting factors. Generally, the interest word in the S part would be more representative than the one in the L part so that sw should be greater than i lw universally.
But the weighting factors of the two parts may rather differ from each other. In order to avoid this situation, in this paper we take a new way and the concrete steps to establish the user interest model as follow: 1) Calculate the average value of the weighting factors in L which is represented as l  .
2) Multiply l 
B. User Interest Degree
From the psychological perspective, the behaviors generally reflect the interest and purpose of human beings. In real life, we can conjecture someone's potential interest and intention through reading his face or analyzing what he said. Correspondingly, the information system could get the user's interest by analyzing his behaviors when surfing the internet. Some behaviors (such as collecting, frequently accessing and long staying in a web page) could imply that the user is of great interest in the web page.
In some researches, the user browsing behaviors can be divided into the following categories [5] : 1) Marking behaviors: appending bookmark, storing and printing the web page, etc. 2) Operation behaviors: copying, cutting, pasting the content of web pages and clicking hyperlinks, etc. 3) Repetition behaviors: repeatedly accessing a web page, etc.
The concept "user interest degree" refers to the degree of the interest in a web page or document for users. By quantitative analysis of user behavior, we can get numerical user interest degree which can be applied in related algorithm to realize the personalized information service.
Some behaviors, such as marking behaviors, are so certain that we can assign a constant to the user interest degree. However, the behavior that the user browses a web page is uncertain and the corresponding user interest degree needs to be calculated. It is in direct proportion to two parts: the browsing duration and the click counts. We can get it by following equations:
Where t(P) is the total time when browsing web page P, freq(P) is the click counts and t(P, i) is the time of each (i-th) browsing; t  is the average value of t(P), t  is the standard deviation and ID(P) is the user interest degree of web page P after normalization.
III. SORTING ALGORITHM BASED ON BP
Traditional sorting algorithms in search engine system are not user-oriented which just took the factors of web pages into consideration. In order to make search engine systems became personalized, artificial intelligence technology has been used in these system increasingly. In this paper we proposed a novel sorting algorithm based on BP neural network, we will explain it in detail in the following content.
A. BP Neural Network Algorithm
BP Neural Network algorithm also called Error Back-Propagation algorithm [6] , it's the most widely used Artificial Neural Network algorithm. BP Neural Network algorithm can learn and store large amounts of input -output mode mapping relationship without knowing the mathematical equations that describe the mapping relationship. As long as there is a sufficient number of learning samples for BP neural network to learn and train, the n-dimensional input space to m-dimensional output space nonlinear mapping can be completed. It has great advantages for solving the questions whose internal rules are hard to describe.
BP algorithm can get knowledge from samples by training the neural network, and it will be stored in the connection weights in the form of numerical values. The main idea is transferring information layer by layer forwardly, then the output-layer error will propagate reversely, and the error of hidden layer can be calculated indirectly. The entire process is shown in Fig. 1 [7] . In first phase (forward process), the information will be input into input-layer and then calculate the output values of the respective units. In second phase (back-propagation process), the error of the hidden-layer units will be calculated layer by layer, and the values of the front layer will be corrected. And in BP algorithm, Gradient-Method is used to correct weights. 
B. Learning Samples
Generally, the BP neural network needs a plenty of learning samples for training. The learning samples are usually representative web pages or documents and they definitely determine the quality of the neural network. Besides, how to collect the learning samples is an important work for personalized search engine systems.
Specifically, a learning sample is composed of input vector and ideal output vector. The input vector of a document has the same structure of the user interest model and it can be obtained after following processes: 1) Get the set of words by preprocessing which contains word fragmenting process and abandoning independent words. 2) Compare the set with the user interest model P: if the word exists in P, the corresponding weight is reserved; otherwise the weight is set as 0. The ideal output vector in this paper is just the user interest degree of a document. We can obtain it by (5) and (6).
C. Sorting Algorithm Based on BP
After getting the respective learning samples, we can use them to train the neural network. Then, the neural network just likes another brain which knows the exact interest and preference information of users. By using the trained neural network, we can judge whether a document satisfies the requirement of users or not. And the suitable documents will be listed in the front to make users more convenient.
The specific steps of the algorithm can be described as follow:
Step 1) Get the stable BP neural network by training using the representative learning samples.
Step 2) Preprocess the disordered document to get its words set
Step 3) Obtain the input vector of the document using the same way as for getting the input vector of learning samples.
Step 4) Acquire the output vector of the document through the trained neural network.
Step 5) Search the untreated documents. If there are untreated documents, go to step 2); otherwise, go to step 6) below.
Step 6) Sort the documents according their user interest degree. Fig. 2 shows the specific flow of the algorithm. 
IV. VERIFICATION TESTS AND SYSTEM DESIGN
In order to verify the efficiency of the algorithm proposed in this paper, we conducted some experiments. Furthermore, a personalized search engine system is developed based on the algorithm.
A. Verification Tests
JOONE (Java Object Oriented Neural Network) is an open source project to establish the neural network in the "sourceforge" web site [8] . And the "joone-editor" is a graphical development environment of JOONE, which can construct a neural network rapidly. In this paper, we use it to carry out the verification tests.
In the first place, we list some representative learning samples. In order to improve the recognition capability of network, the learning samples are composed of two parts: relevant samples and irrelevant samples. In addition, the user interest model is extracted from the relevant samples. We select 10 words by the ways mentioned in this paper to establish the user interest model. According to the method mentioned above, we can get the input vectors and ideal output vectors of learing samples. In order to reduce the problem complexity, we just consider one factor of ideal output vector which is click counts of documents.
Then, as shown in Fig. 3 , we have established a neural network for test in the joone-editor.
Through the learning samples, we can train the neural network. Fig. 4 shows the control panel of joone-editor. After 10000 times of trianing, a stable network is established that has pattern recognition capability. RMSE represents the error of this network, its numerical value is 0.07207 which reaches the requirement of test (the required value should be less than 0.1).
Finally, we conducted two tests to verify the algorithm. The documents of test 1 contain the interest words of user interest model increasingly. And the doucments of test 2 contian the interest words separately, in which doucment 1 contians the most important interest word "job". Then, by using the trained neural network, we can calculate the user interest degree of each document. As shown in Fig. 5 , the line of test 1 has the same trend as the situation that the documents contain the interest word increasingly. And the line of test 2 shows that the user interest degree of the document which includes word "job" is much greater than others. Therefore, we can draw two conclusions: 1) The more words a document contains, the greater its user interest degree. 2) The more important word a document contains, the greater its user interest degree. Obviously, the test results verify that the proposed algorithm has taken into account the interest of users upon calculating the importance of documents. And it can meet the personalized requirement efficiently.
B. System Design
Based on the contents mentioned above, we design a user-oriented personalized search engine system. The structure of system functions is shown in Fig. 6 .
Specifically, we use Lucene to realize the basic fuctions of search engine system [9] .And the neural network is realized by the toolkit of JOONE, the word fragment model uses the JE toolkit [10] . In addition, the personalized sort model reorder the initial search results using the algorithm proposed in this paper, it is the key to achieve personalized search for the system. In this paper, we proposed a user-oriented personalized search engine algorithm and realized a system based on it. The algorithm is based on BP neural network which uses its pattern recognition capability. For personalized service system, the user interest model is the indispensable part. So we give a novel user modeling method which contains user's interest comprehensively. And the user interest degree is treated as the measurable indicator to judge the importance of documents. The results of verification tests show that the algorithm has a good performance in reorder the documents according to user's interest and preference. At last, we described a system design of personalized search engine based on the algorithm.
However, the algorithm inevitably exposes some shortcomings of BP neural network, such as slow convergence and bad stability. In addition, we should find a better way to construct a representative user interest model. Therefore, we will pay more attention to solving these problems in our further work.
